Blurbs- Theatre for Young Audiences
Blue
Join Pale Blue and Inky Blue in their blue-tiful garden, where blue flowers sprout in blue pots
with the help of some water, a song, and some theatre magic! All is well until one day… a
stubborn RED flower blooms in their harmonious blue world! Can Pale and Inky agree how to
approach this colorful intruder?
Naked Mole Rate Gets Dressed
When clothing suddenly falls from the sky, Wilbur J. Mole Rat rocks the colony with his decision
to get dressed! In a community where baring is caring and skin is in, can Wilbur find the
courage to march to the beat of his own drum? Or better yet, rock to the rhythm of his own
electric guitar? This rollicking adaptation of Mo Willems’ beloved picture book explores what
can happen when we have the courage to be ourselves.
Anatole
Meet Anatole, mouse magnifique, the best cheese-taster in all of France! In this whimsical
musical adventure, Anatole and his best friend Gaston set out to save Duval cheese factory
from bankruptcy, only to discover something much scarier than moldy brie lurking in the tasting
room. Can Anatole outsmart the hungry predator and save the factory? Join Anatole, Gaston,
and a chorus of dancing cheese to find out!
Escape from Peligro Island
Callaway Brown - an unlikely young hero - has been stranded on a desert island, and YOU
decide what happens next! Audience members create their own adventure in this interactive
romp through time and space. Will Callaway time travel to the Wild West and meet a talking
horse? Develop superpowers and fight crime in the future? Or have a crush on a vampire? The
choice is yours, and there are 70 ways the story could go!
Aquarium
Enter a fantastical island world where fish soar through the air, lemons light up the sky, and
sheep go parading by. With gentle music, puppets, and props, guides Jack and Calypso lead
children and caregivers in an interactive journey to a magical place of play.
Wake Up, Brother Bear
Sister Bear and Brother Bear are back from hibernation to take your little ones on an interactive
journey through the seasons. Meet a curious butterfly, play in a rushing waterfall, and catch
lightning bugs as the bears frolic through the forest in this unforgettable live theatre
experience. Reimagined for this 10th anniversary performance, this audience favorite is sure to
delight and inspire.

